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Abstract 
Yajima, Y., Subnormality of X x K and Z-products, Topology and its Applications 54 (1993) 
111-122. 
First, we prove that the product X X K of a strong Z-space X and a cardinal factor K is 
(sub)shrinking if and only if it is (subhrormal. Secondly, we prove that a P-product of strong 
Z-spaces is subshrinking if and only if it is subnormal. This answers a question raised by the 
author. Moreover, we discuss the subnormality of the product X x K of a semi-stratifiable space 
X and a cardinal factor K. Thus, we can find several similarities between X X K and Z-products. 
Keywords: Subnormal; Subshrinking; Strong Z-space; Z-product; Collectionwise subnormal; 
Semi-stratifiable. 
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Introduction 
Rudin [8] proved that a Z-product of metric spaces is shrinking. LeDonne [6] 
extended it by proving that a normal Z-product of paracompact p-spaces is 
shrinking. Subsequently, the author [12] obtained a further extension by proving 
that a normal Z-product of strong Z-spaces is shrinking. Moreover, in the same 
paper, the author introduced and studied the concept of subshrinking property, 
which is more general than the shrinking one. So he raised the question whether a 
subnormal Z-product of strong Z-spaces is subshrinking. 
On the other hand, recently, the normality of XX K has been studied in [2,4] 
where K is a cardinal factor. We shall present some similarities between Z-prod- 
ucts and XX K. In fact, when we prove the (collectionwise) subnormality of the 
product XX K with a semi-stratifiable space X, we can use the same technique as 
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the Z-products of semi-stratifiable spaces. Then the topological structure of X x K 
is simpler than that of Z-products. This will be discussed in the last section. So 
XX K seems to be easier to consider than Z-products. 
From the above point of view, we first prove that the product XX K with a 
strong Z-space X is subshrinking if it is subnormal. Using the idea of this proof, 
we can prove that a Z-product of strong C-spaces is subshrinking if it is subnor- 
mal. This is an affirmative answer to the question stated above. Of course, the 
proof of the former is much simpler than that of the latter. 
Throughout this paper, all spaces are regular T, and K is a regular uncountable 
cardinal. 
1. Definitions 
Definition 1.1. A space X is subnormal if for any disjoint closed sets A and B in 
X there are disjoint G,-sets G and H such that A c G and B cH. A space X is 
collectionwise subnormal if for each discrete collection 9 of closed sets in X, there 
is a sequence {G(D, n): D E_@, n E o, of collections of open sets, satisfying that 
D c G(D, n) for each D ELM and each n E o, and that for each x EX one can 
choose some m E w such that at most one member of (GCD, ml: D ~~31 contains 
X. 
Definition 1.2. A space X is shrinking if for every open cover {G,: y ET} of X 
there is a closed cover {F,: y E r} of X such that F, c G, for each y E r. A space 
X is subshrinking [12] if for every open cover {G,: y E r) of X there is a closed 
cover {FY,,: y E r and n E w) of X such that F,, n c G, for each y E r and each 
n E w. Such a cover IF,,,: y E r and n E w} is called a closed a-shrinking of {G,: 
yer]. 
The following implications are true (see [12]). 
normal + subshrinking 
E 
subnormal 
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Definition 1.3. A space X is a strong S-space (S-space) [7] if there are a a-locally 
finite closed cover F of X and a closed cover E of X by (countably) compact sets 
such that, whenever C E Z? and U is open in X with C c U, C c F c U for some 
FE9. 
Definition 1.4. A space X is semi-stratifiable [l] if there is a function g of w XX 
into the topology of X, satisfying 
(i) fl n,,g(n, x) = {x} for each x EX, 
(ii) if {x,] is a sequence in X such that y E f-l ,E,g(n, xn) for some y EX, 
then Ix,} converges to y. 
Such a function g is called a semi-stratifiable function of X. 
Note that a-spaces are semi-stratifiable and strong Z-spaces, and that strong 
Z-spaces and semi-stratifiable spaces are subparacompact. 
For a set A, we denote by [A]“” ([AY”) the family of all finite (countable 
infinite) subsets of A, and denote by I A I the cardinality of A. For two sets (or 
collections of sets) A and B, we denote by A @ B the disjoint union of A and B. 
2. Subshrinking property of XX K 
We begin with the following lemma, which is very useful to prove the subshrink- 
ing property. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a space and .Y an open cover of X. If F is a a-locally finite 
closed cover of X such that there is a closed u-shrinking of 52’ I F( = (G n F: G E .I?}) 
for each F E 9, then there is a closed a-shrinking of 55. 
The proof is easy. So it is omitted. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a strong Z-space. Then X X K is subshrinking if and only if it 
is subnormal. 
Proof. Let Y and E? be the closed covers of X, described in Definition 1.3. Let 
27 = {G,: y E r] be an open cover of XX K. Let 
_Y* = {F E F: there is a closed a-shrinking of Y2’[ F X K) . 
Since {F X K: F E 9 *) is a-lOdy finite in X X K, it suffices from Lemma 2.1 to 
prove that 9* covers X. Take any C E 55. We shall find some F E 9* with 
C c F. For each LY E K, there are a finite collection (U((Y, 7): y E 4(a)] of open 
sets in X, where 4((-u) E [r]<“, and an f(a) <(Y such that 
Cc U(U(a, r): r~4(a)} and Cl lJ(a, Y) X (f(a), ~1 cGY 
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for each y E 4(a). Moreover, for each (Y E K, we can find an R’(a) E 9 such that 
c cF(a) c U{U( a!, 7): y E 4((Y)}. It foll ows from the Pressing Down Lemma that 
there are a stationary set S in K and a /I E K such that f(a) = /3 for each LY E S. 
Since {F(c-u): LY E S} is at most countable, there is a stationary set S * c S in K and 
an F E 9 such that F(a) = F for each LY E S. It follows from the A-system lemma 
that there is a T c S * such that I T 1 = K and (4(a): a E T} is a A-system with 
some root 0. Since F X [O, ~1 is subparacompact, there is a closed a-shrinking of 
??‘?I F X [O, p]. So we shall find a closed u-shrinking of 9 1 F X (p, K), which implies 
C c F E F* and completes the proof. Let 
Then we have E c l_l{U((~, r> x (f(a), al: y E 0 and (Y E T} c U{G,: y E 13). 
Since XX K is subnormal, so is E. Hence there is a countable closed cover {H,,,: 
y E 8 and II E 01 of E such that Hy,+ c G, for each y E 0 and each II E o. Since 
{$(a>\B: (Y E T) is pairwise disjoint, we can define H, 0 = (Cl U(a, 7) n F) x 
(p, (~1 for each y E &(a>\0 and each (Y E T. Moreover, we put H,,O = fl for each 
y E r\ U I+(a): LY E T), and put HY,n = fl for each y E r\0 and each y1> 0. Then 
it is easy to see that {H,,,: y E r and n E 01 is a closed a-shrinking of 5 I F x 
(p, K). 0 
Immediately, we have 
Corollary 2.3. Let X be a strong x-space. Then XX K is shrinking if and only if it is 
normal. 
Remark 2.4. It was shown in [14] that (wi + 1) X w1 is not subnormal. But, using 
the Pressing Down Lemma, it is not difficult to show that the disjoint closed sets 
{(a, a): (Y E oi} and {w,} X w1 cannot be separated by disjoint G,-sets. So we 
cannot exclude the “subnormal” in Theorem 2.2. 
Without the condition of the subnormality, we can obtain the following whose 
proof is done by a similar argument as above. 
Proposition 2.5. Zf X is a u-space, then X X K is subshrinking. 
Corresponding to [12, Question 21, we raise the following problem: 
Problem 2.6. If X is a semi-stratifiable space, is XX K subshrinking? 
A space X is suborthocompact [13] if for every open cover Z of X there is a 
sequence (7,) of open refinements of Z such that for each x E X one can find 
some m E w such that n (VE V,: x E V} is a neighborhood of x in X. 
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Using this, we can get an analogue of [4, Theorem 2.71 for the subshrinking 
property. The definition of orthocaliber K is seen in 14, Definition A]. 
Lemma 2.7. Let S be a stationary set in K. IfX X S is suborthocompact, then X has 
an orthocaliber K. 
The proof is almost the same as that of [4, Lemma 1.11. 
Proposition 2.8. A submetacompact space X has a orthocaliber K if and only if X X K 
is suborthocompact .
Proof. The “if’ part immediately follows from Lemma 2.7. Let 9 be an open cover 
of XX K. For each p EX and each (Y E K, we define U(p, a), f(p) and T(p) as in 
the proof of [4, Theorem 1.21. We need a slight modification of this proof. For 
each p EX, there are an open neighborhood V(p) of p in X and a strictly 
increasing finite sequence {a,(i): i < nJ in f(p) + 1 such that V(p) c 
Id n aE TCp+.J(~, a)) and V(P) X (aP(i - 0, c-u,(i)] is contained in some member 
of .Y for each i < nr, where a,(O) = - 1 and a,(n,) = f(p). Since X is submeta- 
compact, there is a sequence {W,(p): p EX}, n E w, of open covers of X, 
satisfying that W,(p) c V(p) for each p E X and each n E o, and that for each 
x E X one can choose some m(x) E w such that {W,(,,(p): p E X] is point-finite at 
x. Here, for each n E o, put 
2?‘~={W,(p)X(cx,(i-l),c~,(i)]:i~n~andp~X} 
U{W,(p) x(f(p), aI: &ET(P) and PEX}. 
Then each Z,, is an open refinement of 9Y. It is easily verified that for each 
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a subparacompact space. If X X K is suborthocompact , then it 
is subshrinking. 
Using Proposition 2.8, the proof is quite parallel to that of [4, Theorem 2.71. 
3. Subshrinking property of Z-products 
Let X= ll h E nXA be the product of spaces X,, A E A. Take a point 0 = (0,) E 
X. Then the subspace Z = 1(x,) E X: xh # 0, for at most countably many h E A} of 
X is called a Z-product of spaces X,, A E A. The point 0 E Z: is a base point of Z. 
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Theorem 3.1. A _I$-product of strong &paces is subshrinking if and only if it is 
subnormal. 
This is an affirmative answer to [12, Question 11. You may notice that the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 is very useful to obtain that of Theorem 3.1. It will be proceeded 
along the idea of that of [12, Theorem 11. 
We state only main notations which are necessary for the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
All other notations for Z-products follow [11,12]. 
Let Z be the Z-product of spaces X,, A E A, with the base point 0 = (0,) E 2:. 
We may assume that the index set A is uncountable and each X, contains at least 
two points 0, and 1,. For each R E [ Alw and each r E [A]<“’ with R n r = @, we 
say that an open set in Zn,R of the form 
(I~(X,:A~A\(RU~))X~(IV,,:~E~})~~,,, 
is r-basic in zn,n, where W, is an open neighborhood of 0, in X, with 1, P W, 
for each A E r. 
Let Z7 = (G,: y E r] be an open cover of 2. As a modification of M*(F) in 
[12], for each F cXR, where R E [AP, we define M#(F> = (r E [A\R]<“: there 
are an r-basic open set W, in Zln,R and a finite collection IV,: y E & of open sets 
in X,, where 4 E [r]‘w, such that Fc U(U,: -YE+] andC1 U,xCl WrcGv for 
each y E +]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a nonempty subspace of X,, where R E [Al”. Zf p,‘(F) c 
U((p,,.)-‘(W,): r E M#(F)], then th ere is a pairwise disjoint subcollection (r(o): 
(Y E q} of M#(F>. 
The proof is almost the same as that of [12, Lemma 11. Then note that (W,,,,: 
(Y E wl) covers _Zn,R. 
Lemma 3.3, Let z, g and M#(‘) be the same ones as above. Let E be an 
R-cylindrically closed subset in 2, where R E [Al“‘. Zf C is subnormal and E C 
U((~,,n)-~(wr): r E ZvZ#(p,(E>)}, then there is a closed a-shrinking of .Y I E. 
Proof. Let S = (G,: y E r] and F =p,(E). Then F is a closed set in X, with 
E =pil(F). By Lemma 3.2, there is a pairwise disjoint subcollection (r(o): (Y E ol] 
of M#(F). For each (Y E wi, there are an r(a)-basic open set Wrca, in _ZA,R, and a 
finite collection {I!J,,~: y E +(a>} of open sets in X,, where I E [rlcw, such 
that Fc U{U,,,: y E +(a)1 and Cl U,,a x Cl W+, c G, for each y E I. Using 
the A-system lemma, we may assume that (+(a>: (Y E wrl is a A-system with some 
root 8. Note that 
E=p,‘(F) =Fx&,,= U{FxW,,,,: (Y~J~) 
c u((u{u,,,: rw4J)x Qq: -1). 
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Let C = E \ U((U{U,,,: y E $(a>\@) X Wrca): (Y E wr]. Then we have 
Cc U((U{uy,,: ye@}) x W&,: c-o,) c U{G,: ye)}. 
Since C is subnormal, there is a countable closed cover {H,,,: y E 0 and 12 E o} of 
C such that H,,” c G, for each y E 0 and each IZ E o. We define H, a = (Cl U, a x 
Cl Wrca,) I” E for each y E +(a>\0 and each (Y E 0,. Moreover, we put H, “‘= 0 
for each y E r\ U{+((Y): LY E or], and put Hy,n = fl for each y E r\f3 and’each 
n > 0. Then {Hy,n: y E r and IZ E w] is a closed a-shrinking of ZY I E = {G, n E: 
YET). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 2 be the Z-product of strong Z-spaces X,, A E A, with 
the base point 0 = (0,) E _Z. Let {G,,: y E r] be an open cover of 2. 
First, as in the proof of [12, Theorem 11, we construct the index sets A, = A,+ $ 
&, rz E w, and the o-locally finite collection {E(t): 5 E A, and n E w} of closed 
sets in .YZ with xc E 2 and R, E [A]“’ for each 5 E B,,, n E w, satisfying the 
conditions (l)-(6), where we use M#(pg_(E(e))) instead of M*(pS_(E(t>>> in (4) 
and (5). Note that each E(t) is an Rg_-cylindrically closed set in 2. By (4) and 
Lemmas 2.1 and 3.3, the following lemma completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. {E(t): 5 E A+) covers 2, where A += U n E ,A:. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Pick some y E J?\ U(E(<): 5 E A ‘1. As stated in the 
proof of [12, Lemma 31, we construct the R = U n EoRSCn) E [Alw and the inverse 
system (K,, p,“_r I K,) with the limit K. Since K is nonempty and compact in X,, 
there are a {y(i): i G m) E [r] < w, a finite collection {q* : i < ml of basic open sets 
in X,, and an open neighborhood V of O,,, in Zn,R such that KC U i GmUi* and 
Cl q.* x Cl Vc G,+, for each i G m. Let Q(j + 1) = R\RSCj, for each j E o. As in 
Claim in the proof of [12, Lemma 31, there is some IZ E w such that pn_ l(E([(n))) 
xXQ(?l, = u i<m q.*. Since each q.* is a basic open set in X, and (RgCjJ is 
increasing, we can find some k > n such that Ui* =pr_,(U,*) X Xeck, for each 
i < m, where pr_ 1 is the projection of X, onto Xcck_ ,). Let UYci, = pr_ JU,*) for 
each i G m. By (3), note that E(t( j + 1)) c E([(j)) for each j E w. So we have 
P,-r(E(S(k))) XX,,,, =~,-r(E(5(n))) xXpc,z, 
c u ui*= U ‘y(i) ’ xQ(k)* 
i<m i<m 
Hence pk_ ,( E(.$( k))) c U i Q mUrCi). Since Xgck) X V is an open neighborhood of 
0 A\&k- 1) in -&\C(k- l), there are a q E [A\RCck_l)]<u and a q-basic open set W, 
in -&k-l) such that q n R = fl and W, cXQCk) X V. Then we have 
Cl UvCi) x Cl W, c Cl l&, XX,,,, x Cl V = Cl lJ* x Cl V c GYci, 
for each i <m. Hence q EM#(~~_~(E(((~)))). It follows from (5) that xcck) E 
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p,_,(E(S(k)N x W,. On th e other hand, it follows from (6) that 
XC(k) EPk-i(E(S(k))) xX,(,)x IO,,,] CPk-MS(k))) x w,. 
This is a contradiction. 0 
Immediately, Theorem 3.1 yields [12, Theorem 11: 
Corollary 3.5. A X-product of strong X-spaces is shrinking if and only if it is normal. 
Remark 3.6. Let ZO be the Z-product of {wi + l} U (2,: (Y E w,}, where each 2, 
denotes the discrete two-point space. Kemoto 131 pointed out that ZO is not 
subnormal, since ,&, contains (w i + 1) X w1 as a closed subset (see Remark 1.4). 
Hence Z-products of compact spaces need not be subnormal. Thus, we cannot 
exclude the “subnormal” in Theorem 3.1. 
4. Collectionwise subnormality of x X K 
In this section, as stated in Introduction, we prove the (collectionwise) subnor- 
mality of XX K with a semi-stratifiable space X, using the technique for Sprod- 
ucts of semi-stratifiable spaces in [9,11]. In fact, the following result is correspond- 
ing to [ll, Theorem 31. 
Theorem 4.1. If X is a semi-stratijiable space, then X X K is subnormal. 
Proof. Let A and B be any disjoint closed sets in XX K. Let g be a semi-stratifia- 
ble function of X in Definition 1.4. 
We shall construct a sequence {Fn+ CB Fn, : n E w} of collections of closed sets in 
X with three functions 4, p and (Y on 9;) n E o, and a function A on Fz, n E CO, 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Each FE+ @ Fn- is a-locally finite in X. 
(2) For each F E s",', F X (A(F), K) is disjoint from A or B, where A(F) E K. 
(3) For each F E Y,, , 
(i) 4(F) E 3$Y1 with F c 4(F), 
(ii) (p(F),a$F)) E[c$(F)X(CI($~F)), ~11 nA (~[+(F)X(a(ddF)h K)I~ 
B) if n is odd (even), 
(iii> F cg(n, p(F)), 
(iv) Fc(U~~+,)U(U{F'E~~+~: c/~F')=F)). 
Let F, = (91) and Y, = {X}. Assume that (S$+ CB %- : i < n) with 4, p, cx and 
A satisfying the above conditions have been constructed. Assume that n is even. 
Pick an E E Fnw. Let 
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where r : Xx K +X is the projection. Since X is perfect and subparacompact, 
there is a a-locally finite collection F(E) of closed sets in X such that U F(E) = 
(lJ Z?(E)) n E and each F E 3(E) is contained in some member of F(E). Here, 
Put 
9 n+l = u{P-(E): EEF~-}u{E\U@E): EELS-). 
Let Fz+i =(FE~~+~: F X (h(F), K) is disjoint from A or B for some h(F) E K). 
Then A : Fi+ 1 + K is defined. Let Fn-+ I = Fn+, \Fz+ 1. For each E E _Tn-, note 
that [(E\ U L?(E)) x (a(E), K)] nA = @, which implies that E\ U Y(E) EF~+,. 
So we can define C#J : Fnp+, -+ ~Fne by 4(F) = E for each F E F(E) n Ynp+ I and 
each E E FnP. For each F E FnP+ 1 with 4(F) = E, we pick a p(F) E T([ E X 
(o(E), K)] n A) with F cg(n + 1, p(F)). Take an a(F) E (o(E), K) with 
(p(F), a(F)) EA. Then the conditions (l), (2) and (3i)-(3iv) are satisfied. In the 
case that n is odd, we only replace A with B in the above construction. Thus we 
have completed the inductive construction. 
Let .a+= U n t ,Fz. We show that FT+ covers X. Assume the contrary. Pick 
some y E X\ U Y’+. By (3iv), there is a sequence (F,: n E o) of closed sets in X 
such that y E F, E ,FnP and +(F,,+,) = F, for each II E w. By (3iii), Ip( con- 
verges to y. By (3ii), {a(F,)} is a strictly increasing sequence in K, so it also 
converges to p = sup, t w ~-~(F,)EK. Hence {(p(F,), c-u(F,))) converges to (y, /?>. 
By (3ii) again, we have ( y, p) EA n B. This is a contradiction. Therefore, by (l), 
Y+ is a cT-locally finite closed cover of X. For each F E F+, since F X 10, A(F)] is 
subparacompact, there is a countable closed cover {H,(F): n E w) of F X [O, A(F)] 
such that H,(F) nA = @ or H,(F) n B = fl for each II E w. Let 
Z= {Fx (A(F), K): FELT+] U {H,(F): FELT+ and y1 ~w}. 
Then Z is a a-locally finite closed cover of XX K such the H nA = fl or 
H n B = fl for each H E 3. Therefore XX K is subnormal. 0 
Next, we consider when subnormality of products implies collectionwise subnor- 
mality. Then the following is convenient. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that a space X satisfies the following condition: 
(* > For each discrete collection ~3 of closed sets in X, there is a u-locally finite 
closed cover ~7 of X such that each F E F meets at most finitely many members of 
Lz. 
(a) If X is subnormal, then it is collectionwise subnormal. 
(b) If X is normal, and there is a u-locally finite open cover {G(F): F E 7) such 
that F c G(F) for each F E 9, then X is collectionwise normal. 
See [9, Lemma 3.21 for (a). It is easy to verify (b). 
We deal with the products with a countably compact factor, which are more 
general than XX K. The following result is corresponding to [9, Theorem]. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let X be a (paracompact) semi-stratifiable space and C a countably 
compact space. Then XX C is collectionwise subnormal (normal) if and only if it is 
subnormal (normal). 
Proof. Let g be a discrete collection of closed sets in X. Let g be a semi-stratifia- 
ble function of X. 
We shall construct a sequence {Fn+ @ Fn- : n E w) of collections of closed sets in 
X with three functions 4, D and p on Yn-, n E w, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) Each Fn+ @ Fa- is cr-locally finite in X. 
(2) For each F E Fn+, n E w, F X C meets at most finitely many members of 9. 
(3) For each F E FnP, 
6) +(F;) E 9;_1 with F c 4(F), 
(ii) (D(F), D(+(F)), D(42(F)>, . . . , D(+“(F))) are all distinct members of 
_9, where 4” denotes the decomposition of n times of 4, 
(iii) p(F) E r(D(F)) n 4(F), where 7 : X X C + X denotes the projection, 
(iv) F cg(n, p(F)), 
(VI Fc(U~~+~)U(UIF’ES~+~: W’)=FD. 
Let sT,f = {fl) and 9-i = {X). Assume that (q+ @ T- : i G n) with 4, D and p 
satisfying the above conditions have been constructed. Pick an E ES,-. Let 
g* =g\{D(E), D@(E)), D(~2(E)),...,D(~“(E))}. 
Let 69 = {g(n + 1, x) f~ E: x E ~(0 g*) n E). There is a a-locally finite col- 
lection ST(E) of closed sets in X such that U F(E) = (0 59(E)) f~ E and each 
F E 9(E) is contained in some member of .Y( E). Here, put 
9- n+l = u{F(E): EEL,-}u{E\lJg(E): EES,-}. 
Let Fz+i ={FE~$+~: F X C meets at most finitely many members of g), and let 
K-+1 = K+,\Ff+i. For each E E Yn-, note that E\ U 27(E) P FnP++l. So we can 
define 4 : F;+ 1 + ST-,- by #r(F) = E for each F E F(E) n F;+ , and each E E Ynm. 
For each FE FnP+l with 4(F) = E, pick a p(F) E 40 a*) n E with F cg(n + 
1, p(F)), and take a D(F) l g;* with p(F) E r(D(F)) n E. Then the conditions 
(11, (2) and (3i)-(3v) are satisfied. 
Let ST+= U n ~ ,Fz. By (1) and (21, {F X C: F E 9-‘) is a a-locally finite 
collection of closed sets in XX C such that each F X C meets at most finitely 
many members of 9. It suffices from Lemma 4.2(a) to show that F’ covers X. 
Assume the contrary. Pick some y E X\ tJ FT+. There is a sequence {F,: n E w) of 
closed sets in X such that y E F,, E F; and $4F,+,) = F, for each n E w. Then 
{p(F,,)) converges to y. We can find a c, E C such that (p(FJ, cn> E D(F,) n 
(dAF,) x 0. Since C is countably compact, {c,) has a cluster point b in C. Then 
( y, b) is a cluster point of {( p(FJ, c,)) in XX C. By (3ii), all D(F,) are distinct 
members of 9. Hence 9 is not discrete at ( y, b), which contradicts the choice of 
g. 
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If X is paracompact, then there is a a-locally finite open cover {U(F): F E 9+} 
of X such that F c U(F) for each FE _P. Then the open cover {U(F) X C: 
F E 9+} of XX C satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.1(b), which implies that the 
parenthetic part is also true. 0 
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, we immediately have 
Corollary 4.4. If X is a semi-stratijiable space, then XX K is collectionwise subnor- 
mal. 
By Remark 2.4, we cannot replace the “semi-stratifiable space” in Theorem 4.1 
and Corollary 4.4 with the “strong Z-space”, because compact spaces are strong 
Z-spaces. 
A space K is totally countably compact [lo] if every sequence {x,J in K has a 
subsequence {x,(J such that Cl(x,(,): i E w} is compact. 
Note that K is sequentially compact and w-bounded, and that sequentially 
compact spaces and w-bounded spaces are both totally countably compact (see [lo, 
p. 5721). Moreover, note that the product of a totally countably compact space and 
a countably compact space is countably compact. 
The following proposition is due to Kemoto [3]. This yields an analogous result 
to Theorem 4.3 for (collectionwise) Z-spaces. 
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a Z-space. 
(a) Then X satisfies the condition ( * ) in Lemma 4.2. 
(b) If K is a totally countably compact space, then X x K is a Z-space. 
Proof. Let 9 and %? be the closed covers of X, described in Definition 1.3. 
(a) Let 9 be a discrete collection of closed sets in X. Let 
si+= {F E F: F meets at most finitely many members of 9). 
Then it is easily verified that FT+ covers X. 
(b) Consider the closed covers {F x K: F E 91 and {C X K: C E E?} of XX K. 
Pick any C E E?. Then C X K is countably compact. There is a decreasing sequence 
IF,: n E w) of closed sets in X such that x, E F,, n E w, implies that lx,] has a 
cluster point in C (see [7, pp. 170-1711). We may assume that each F, belongs to 
ST. Let G be an open set in XX K with C X Kc G. Now, assume that one can 
pick some (x,, a,) E F., X K\G for each n E w. There is a subsequence {a,(J of 
{a,} such that Cl(a,(,,: i E w} is compact. Then (x,(J has a cluster point y in C. 
There are two open sets I/ and IV in X and K, respectively, such that {y] X Cl(a,(i,: 
i E w} E I/X W c G. Find some k E w with a~,(~) E I/. Then we have (x,(~), anckj) 
E G, which is a contradiction. Hence there is some m E w such that F, x KC G. 
Thus, XX K is a Z-space. q 
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The class of P-spaces is quite broad, because it contains two classes of strong 
Z-spaces and semi-stratifiable spaces. Corresponding to [12, Question 51, we can 
raise the following problem: 
Problem 4.6. Let X be a (sub)paracompact P-space. If XX K is (subhrormal, is it 
collectionwise (subhrormal? 
We can obtain an affirmative answer to this problem if we add the assumption 
that X is perfect (i.e., each closed set is a G,-set). 
Many results have been obtained for the normality of Z-products with count- 
able tightness. However, it follows from [5, Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 31 that if a 
(paracompact) space X has tightness < K, then the projection 7 : X X K --f X is a 
closed map (and XX K is normal). So this tightness condition of X seems to be 
too strong to consider the product XX K. 
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